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Th e Phenomenology of Koan Meditation in 
Zen Buddhism
Jerry L. Grenard
University of Southern California
Abstract
Zen students described their experiences when working with koans, and a 
phenomenological method was used to identify the structure of those experiences. 
Zen koans are statements or stories developed in China and Japan by Zen masters 
in order to help students transform their conscious awareness of the world. Eight 
participants including 3 females and 5 males from Southern California with 1 
to 30 years of experience in Zen answered open-ended questions about koan 
practice in one tape-recorded session for each participant. Reﬂ ection yielded the 
following thematic clusters: (a) motivation, (b) approaches to working with koans, 
(c) experiences while working with koans, (d) experiences of insight into koans, 
(e) working with a teacher, and (f ) transformation. Participants described positive 
transformations including better control of emotions and concentration, better 
awareness of prejudices and biases with the ability to suppress those types of 
habitual associations, and a new relation to and acceptance of spiritual questions 
and doubts. 
Keywords
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Psychology studies human behavior and experience in an attempt to 
understand the characteristics of human existence and where possible to 
improve the quality of life. Religions also seek to improve the quality of 
people’s lives, although the methods may be diﬀ erent from those of psy-
chology. Psychologists can help strengthen the bridge between psychology 
and religion through a systematic investigation of the activities and experi-
ences of practitioners of the various religions. Th e current study attempts 
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to provide a description of the experiences of those who practice koan 
meditation in Zen Buddhism in the hope that this information will pro-
vide some insight into the psychology of that religion. 
History and Principles of Buddhism
A brief review of the history and principles of Buddhism is included in 
order to establish some background for this study. It is diﬃ  cult to under-
stand the narrative of persons practicing a religion without some under-
standing of the language and history of that religion. For a complete review 
of the history of Buddhism and Zen, the reader is referred to more detailed 
texts (Bercholz & Kohn, 1993; Dumoulin, 1963; Lopez, 2001; Seager, 
1999; Smith, 1991; D. T. Suzuki, 1964). 
Th e Buddha was born in 563 BC in what is now Nepal. He was the son 
of a king, and his name at birth was Siddhartha Gautama of the Sakyas 
(Smith, 1991). After coming into contact with an old man, a diseased 
man, and a corpse, he realized that his father’s wealth could not prevent 
him from suﬀ ering old age, disease, and death. Siddhartha began a spiri-
tual quest through which he became the enlightened one, the Buddha. Th e 
teachings of the Buddha are based upon what he learned in his quest for 
enlightenment. Th ese teachings are the foundation of Buddhism, and they 
inﬂ uenced the development of many of the forms used in Zen including 
koan practice. 
One of the most important teachings is the Four Noble Truths includ-
ing: (1) truth of suﬀ ering, (2) truth of the origin of suﬀ ering, (3) truth of 
the cessation of suﬀ ering, and (4) truth of the means to putting an end to 
suﬀ ering (Lopez, 2001). Th e truth of suﬀ ering includes the trauma of 
birth, sickness, decrepitude, phobia of death, separation from what we 
love, and being tied to what we dislike (Smith, 1991). Th e truth of the 
origin of suﬀ ering is that it is caused by ignorance of the law of causality 
and of the nature of reality (Dalai Lama, 1999). Th e truth of cessation of 
suﬀ ering describes the absence of suﬀ ering achieved by overcoming the 
causes of suﬀ ering. Th e truth of the path to end suﬀ ering is the prescrip-
tion or treatment to develop a direct intuitive realization of emptiness and 
this leads to the cessation of suﬀ ering (Dalai Lama, 1999). Emptiness 
comes from an understanding of dependent origination according to the 
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Buddha, who taught that objects and events do not have an independent 
existence because they are the result of various causal factors (Dalai Lama, 
1999). Th e false sense of an independent existence of things and events in 
our minds is a result of the conventional identity that we assign to the 
aggregation of particular characteristics. Th is false sense of independent 
existence includes, for example, our concept of a separate self, but in truth, 
the self is only an aggregate of our experiences and thoughts. Belief in 
a separate and lasting self ultimately leads to suﬀ ering when this false 
sense of self is confronted by sickness and death, which are perceived 
as unnatural attacks on our false sense of an absolute, immortal self. If we 
can stop projecting qualities on things in the world, we can overcome 
strong aﬄ  ictive emotions like anger and hatred that assume the existence 
of an objective reality. Understanding appearances and dependent origina-
tion prevents the suﬀ ering that comes from grasping onto absolutes that 
don’t exist (Dalai Lama, 1999). 
Buddhism spread from India into China in the late 5th century where 
an early form of Zen emerged and was known as Chan. Chan developed 
and ﬂ ourished in China for many centuries. Confucianism and especially 
Taoism had a strong inﬂ uence on Chan (Smith, 1991; Watts, 1961). 
Th e primary practice in Zen is sitting in zazen (Austin, 1998; Buksbazen, 
2002; Dogen, 1971; Kapleau, 2000; Loori, 1992; D. T. Suzuki, 1964). 
Zazen is a type of meditation described by Master Dogen in his work 
called, Fukenzazengi (Dogen, 1977). A meditator maintains a straight back 
and places the hands in their lap with the palms up and the thumbs lightly 
touching. Th e meditator then begins to think of not thinking. Zazen is 
viewed as the way that a meditator realizes his or her own nature and the 
nature of the mind (D. T. Suzuki, 1964). By understanding the nature of 
the self, one learns to avoid attachments and grasping for absolutes, which 
is the cause of suﬀ ering (Loori, 1992; Puhakka, 1998; D. T. Suzuki, 1964, 
S. Suzuki, 1970). 
Th e use of koans was a unique development within Zen (Chan) medita-
tion practice (Austin, 1998; Kubose, 1973; Glassman, 1979; Miura & 
Sasaki, 1966; Puhakka, 1998; D. T. Suzuki, 1964). Koans are questions 
and stories provided for students that cannot be understood on a concep-
tual level. Koans exhaust the logical activity of the mind so that the mind 
will break out of its conventional view of the nature of reality (Smith, 
1991). According to Miura and Sasaki (1965, p. xi), “When the koan is 
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resolved, it is realized to be a simple and clear statement made for the state 
of consciousness which it has helped to awaken.”
Th e Chan masters in China began to develop and use koans when teach-
ing students. Chan split into two major schools in China during the ninth 
century. Th e Soto school emphasizes gradual enlightenment through sit-
ting in zazen without the use of koans. Th e Rinzai school emphasizes sud-
den enlightenment through sitting in zazen, koan study, and personal 
interviews with the master. Th e Zen masters that are associated with bring-
ing these schools to Japan from China include Dogen (1200–1253) who 
helped introduce the Soto school and Hakuin (1686–1769) who helped 
introduce the Rinzai school in Japan (Austin, 1998). Hakuin was the ﬁ rst 
Zen master to gather koans and start organizing a system of koan practice 
that is currently in use (Glassman, 1979). Th e practice of using koans was 
brought to the United States from Japan by a number of Japanese masters 
such as the late Hakuyu Taizan Maezumi who founded the Zen Center of 
Los Angeles in 1967.
Th e Zen Master uses the koan to stimulate the student to come to the 
truth of Zen more rapidly than simply through zazen. Koan practice helps 
students obtain glimpses of the nature of dependent origination, for exam-
ple, as opposed to our conventional view of reality where self and other 
have independent identities. Dependent origination is a very diﬃ  cult con-
cept to fully accept and apply to daily life, which is why Zen masters began 
using koan practice as a means for helping students directly experience the 
ineﬀ able. Th e typical procedure used for koan practice includes meditation 
and one-to-one interviews with a Zen teacher. Th e teacher assigns a koan 
to a student during an interview, and then after the interview, the student 
sits with the koan in zazen and waits for an insight to understand or pen-
etrate the koan. Interviews typically occur once per week unless the stu-
dent is attending a Zen retreat called a sesshin during which students 
meditate 4 to 6 hours per day and meet daily with a teacher. At each inter-
view with the teacher, the student is expected to present an understanding 
of the koan. Th e presentation is typically some sort of physical movement 
instead of verbal comment although it is possible to use either verbal or 
physical expressions. Th e teacher may reject the presentation and send the 
student back to sit with the koan, or the teacher may accept the presenta-
tion and give the student a new koan. Th e teacher rings a small bell to 
signal the end of the interview. 
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Th ere is no literature available on what a teacher looks for in a student’s 
presentation, but it is unlikely that there is only one appropriate physical 
movement that expresses an understanding of a koan. Zen practitioners 
who wish to become teachers receive their training through participation 
in koan practice with a Zen master, and the master determines when the 
student has gained suﬃ  cient understanding of Zen to become a teacher. 
Th e lineage of this dharma transmission, as it is called, is carefully recorded 
and honored within the Zen tradition.
One koan in particular is well known among Zen practitioners. It is 
known as the koan, Mu, although the title for the koan in the Gateless Gate 
(Yamada, 1979) is “Joshu’s Dog.” Th e koan is usually the ﬁ rst koan given 
in a monastic setting, but some teachers in the United States give other 
koans to lay persons ﬁ rst because of the diﬃ  cult nature of this koan for 
someone living outside the monastery. Th e koan is presented here for two 
reasons. First, several of the participants in this research project comment 
on their experiences with this koan. Second, the koan will provide the 
reader with some sense of how the teachings of Zen point the way toward 
spiritual understanding, but the lessons cannot fully describe the spiritual 
experience of Zen. Th ere always seems to be irrational or mysterious aspects 
to the teachings.
Th e presentation of the koan, Mu, in the Gateless Gate includes the text 
of the koan, commentary on the koan, a verse, and a lesson or teisho on the 
koan (Yamada, 1979). Only the koan and a part of the commentary are 
given below for space considerations. 
Joshu’s Dog
A monk ask Joshu in all earnestness, “Has a dog Buddha nature or not?”
Joshu answered, “Mu!”
Mumon’s Commentary
For the practice of Zen, you must pass the barrier set up by the ancient mas-
ters of Zen. To attain to marvelous enlightenment, you must completely 
extinguish all the delusive thoughts of the ordinary mind. If you have not 
passed the barrier and have not extinguished delusive thoughts, you are a 
phantom haunting the weeds and trees. Now, just tell me, what is the barrier 
set up by the Zen masters of old? Merely this Mu—the one barrier of our sect. 
It has come to be called “Th e Gateless Barrier of the Zen Sect.”
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Th ose who have passed the barrier are able not only to see Joshu face 
to face, but also to walk hand in hand with the whole descending line of 
Zen masters. . . .
Some explanation of the koan is necessary. Th e principal character in the 
koan, Joshu, is a renowned Chinese Zen master, and he appears to be chal-
lenged by a monk. Buddha-nature is the subject of the koan, and it is one 
of the fundamental principles of Mahayana Buddhism. All sentient beings 
possess a Buddha-nature, and therefore it is possible for them to attain 
enlightenment and become a Buddha. All animals including dogs would 
be considered by Zen Buddhists to have a Buddha-nature and the monk 
would probably know this (Yasutani, 2000). Joshu appears to answer in 
the negative however because the meaning of the Japanese word Mu is, 
“nothing, not, nothingness, is not, has not, not any,” according to Fischer-
Schreiber, Ehrhard, and Diener (1991).
Yasutani (2000) provides a detailed commentary on this koan, and he 
attempts to explain why Joshu answers, “Mu!.” Brieﬂ y, the koan is not 
about whether a dog does or does not have a Buddha-nature because every-
thing is Buddha-nature, and either a positive or negative answer is absurd 
because there is no particular thing called Buddha-nature. Anything a per-
son can imagine has Buddha-nature as its source and therefore cannot be 
Buddha-nature. Buddha-nature is beyond conceptualization because we 
are Buddha-nature, but we can still become aware of it and experience it 
according to Yasutani. Joshu is trying to get the monk to abandon his 
intellectual approach to Buddha-nature and to seek it though direct expe-
rience. Th e reader is encouraged to read the commentary by Yasutani 
(2000) for a more detailed explanation of the koan, but it is hoped that the 
reader has gained some sense of the character of the koan, Mu, and many 
koans like it. Koans are often intriguing intellectually and at the same time 
they are beyond rational analysis especially when the student is expected to 
give a physical presentation of his or her understanding of the koan to a 
Zen teacher. 
Th ere are more than 600 koans available for the teacher to assign to the 
student. A few other koans are listed here to provide more examples of 
koans. Th ese examples will allow the reader to further consider the diﬃ  -
culty of understanding and presenting an understanding of the koans. It is 
not possible to simply say that a koan means this or that because most can-
not be fully understood intellectually. Th ese koans are from the ﬁ rst list of 
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200 miscellaneous that is sometimes called the Dharmakaya koans. Many 
of the koans in this list are from published books on koans including the 
Gateless Gate (Yamada, 1979) or the Blue Cliﬀ  Record (Cleary, T. & Cleary, 
J. C., 1977). Th e koans from the published lists tend to involve a short 
story or dialog like that in the koan, Mu. Some of the koans in the Dhar-
makaya are not from published lists, however, and these tend to be one-
line koans. Th ere are no written commentaries associated with these 
unpublished koans. Th e koans are simply listed on the page similar to the 
selected koans given below:
1. How do you stop the sound of a temple bell?
2. Show me an unmovable tree in a heavy wind!
3. Stop the ﬁ ghting across the river.
4. Take out a ﬁ ve-storied pagoda from a teapot.
5. Th e bridge ﬂ ows, the water does not.
6. Extinguish a candle light a thousand miles away
Previous studies have examined the experiences of meditators, but there 
are no studies of which this researcher is aware that have examined the 
phenomenology of koan meditation. Kornﬁ eld (1979) found that partici-
pants who practiced insight meditation, which involves awareness of breath 
and nearby events, reported a change in world view based upon mindful-
ness of the present moment and a sense of equanimity. Practicing mindful-
ness in Buddhism, according to Fischer-Schreiber, Ehrhard, and Diener 
(1991) means that all activities performed on a daily basis, including 
breathing, walking, etc., are attended to consciously and observed purely 
(i.e., without prejudice or bias). Th e intention of mindfulness practice is to 
learn to control the activities of the mind and bring it into a state of rest, 
which leads to a sense of equanimity. Pekala (1987) reviewed 21 phenom-
enological studies on medication including one with Zen practitioners. 
Pekala reported mixed ﬁ ndings for the experiences of participants ranging 
from diﬃ  culty concentrating to feelings of calmness. Experiences during 
deep states of meditation were studied by Giﬀ ord-May and Th ompson 
(1994). Th ey interviewed 10 participants with 3 to 25 years of practice 
including one who practiced koan meditation, and found that the experi-
ence of deep meditation produces a feeling of transcendence beyond the 
normal physical and mental boundaries of the self and positive emotions 
like calmness or energetic joy. While these studies have produced some 
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interesting results related to meditation, they have not examined the expe-
riences of those who practice koan meditation. Koan meditation has two 
unique characteristics: (a) practitioners meditate on enigmatic phrases or 
stories and (b) the practitioners present understandings of these stories to 
their Zen teachers during one-to-one interviews.
Goals of the Present Research Project
It is the purpose of this study to explore the phenomenology of koan prac-
tice in Zen Buddhism. Th e speciﬁ c goal of the study is to identify the 
structure of the experiences and essential themes of koan practice and to 
provide a description in psychological terms of the experiences that con-
cretely manifest that structure. Participants who were currently working 
with koans were interviewed in order to obtain their experiences in narra-
tive form. Th e description of the experiences expressed the behavioral, 
aﬀ ective, and cognitive processes of the participants and identiﬁ ed explicit 
and implicit meanings in the various constituents of the narrative in rela-
tion to a sense of the whole experiential structure. 
Method
Participants
Th e participants were adults recruited from Zen groups in Southern Cali-
fornia. A request for volunteers was sent to the teachers of ﬁ ve diﬀ erent 
Zen groups, and the teachers either passed the request to members 
who then contacted me or, in the case of one group, the teacher sent a list 
of names of koan practitioners that I could contact directly. One Zen 
group teacher declined to have the members of the group participate in 
the project.
Persons who expressed an interest in the project were given a description 
of the research project, the proposed questions for the interview (see 
Appendix A), and a conﬁ dentiality agreement. Th is information was typi-
cally distributed by e-mail. Th e research project and the conﬁ dentiality 
agreement were approved by the university Institutional Review Board. 
Th e objective and methods in this study were fully disclosed to the par-
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ticipants, and the volunteers were asked to sign the conﬁ dentiality agree-
ment before participating in the study. Th e participants were not provided 
any ﬁ nancial reimbursement.
A total of nine participants were interviewed (see Table 1). Th e data 
from one participant was excluded, however. Although the participant 
claimed to use Zen koans in his spiritual practice, he was not a member of 
a Zen community and did not meet with a Zen teacher, which were deﬁ n-
ing characteristics of koan practice. Th ree women and ﬁ ve men remained 
in the study. Th e eight participants were active in four diﬀ erent Zen groups 
and worked directly with ﬁ ve diﬀ erent Zen teachers at the time they were 
recruited. Th e range of experience with Zen koans was less than two years 
for two participants and approximately 24 to 30 years for two other par-
ticipants. Th e remaining four participants had between three and six years 
of experience. 
Th e interview was recorded on both video and audiotape to ensure that 
none of the data were lost (Easton, McComish, & Greenberg, 2000). Th e 
interviews were conducted at a location convenient for the participant. 
Th ree of the interviews were conducted in the homes of participants, four 
were in participants’ oﬃ  ces, and two of the interviews were in rooms avail-
able at two of the Zen centers. Each location was quiet and measures were 
taken to maintain conﬁ dentiality.
Procedure
Th e phenomenological method described by Churchill and Wertz (2001) 
was used as a general guide for the present research project. Th e descrip-
tion of the psychological method given by Churchill and Wertz follows the 
works of earlier authors, and many of these methods were also incorpo-
rated into the current study as noted in the following procedures (Churchill 
2000, Colaizzi, 1973; Giorgi, 1975, 1997; Keen, 1975; Kruger, 1979; Pol-
lio, Henley & Th ompson, 1997; Trumbull, 2000; von Echartsberg, 1971). 
I prepared to conduct the interviews by identifying my preconceptions 
and bias concerning Zen Buddhism and koan study, and I attempted to set 
aside these ideas before meeting with participants or working with the nar-
rative data. Th e participants were asked open-ended questions that solic-
ited descriptions of the phenomena associated with koan study (see 
Appendix A), and the interviews were transcribed verbatim. 
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I read the transcribed documents over several times to get a global sense of 
the data, and then divided the descriptions into natural meaning units 
(NMU) (Kruger, 1979). A theme prepared for each NMU was a short, 
summary statement that conveyed the essential content of the NMU. After 
evaluating all of the interviews, I then returned each interview to the 
respective participants for comments on the meaning units and the associ-
ated themes. Participants were encouraged to correct errors that might 
have occurred during the transcription or to change what they had said in 
the interview if it did not truly convey their experience. 
When the interviews were returned, I determined which themes were 
essential to the experience of koan practice. Essential themes were estab-
lished for individual participants and for the general practice of koan med-
itation. Th is was accomplished using three criteria. One indication that a 
theme might be essential was its presence in the experiences of all the par-
ticipants. A second important indication was whether a particular experi-
ence appeared necessary for the meaning of the whole experience in an 
analysis similar to the hermeneutic circle (Pollio, Henley, and Th ompson, 
1997). Th e ﬁ nal and most important criterion was the use of imaginative 
free variation, in which I considered various possible alterations of the 
experience in my imagination and determined those without which the 
koan practice would not be possible (Giorgi, 1997). Th e structure of 
the experiences of the participants was determined by grouping related 
essential themes in clusters. I organized the clusters for each participant 
into a coherent narrative and then wrote a description of the general struc-
ture of koan practice across the participants.
Background Knowledge and Beliefs of the Investigator
Before interviewing participants, I examined my prior experiences, knowl-
edge, and beliefs that were relative to this research project. Th e analysis is 
a formal part of the phenomenological method to help the researcher 
achieve the phenomenological reduction, that is the suspension of precon-
ceptions about the research topic so that a fresh understanding of the par-
ticipants’ experiences can be achieved. Th e following comments are 
provided for the reader to understand the context of the project for the 
researcher. 
I grew up on the eastern plains of Colorado in a family that was not 
particularly religious. I left home to attend college right after graduating 
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from high school and took several philosophy courses in college as electives. 
I was introduced to Buddhism in two classes including Modern Religions 
and Mysticism East and West, but I did not pursue religion at that time. 
When I began having some dissatisfaction with my engineering job at 
about the age of 47, I resolved to quit engineering and began to study 
psychology. I thought that was a good combination of my skills in science 
and my interest in philosophy and religion. I decided to re-examine my 
interest in Buddhism and especially Zen Buddhism. Th is led me to develop 
a proposal to study Zen for my master’s thesis in psychology. I had some 
idea that Zen was one possible way of reaching some deeper awareness of 
the way our lives are determined by socialization and conditioning.
Th ese past experiences and beliefs provided the motivation for me to 
undertake this study of koan practice. Th e phenomenological method 
required that I set these beliefs aside as much as possible to analyze the 
narratives of the participants. By analyzing my beliefs and by checking my 
results with the participants and my academic associates, it was possible to 
be reasonably conﬁ dent that I had put out of play or “bracketed” my beliefs 
and preconceptions when analyzing the data. Th e following section 
describes the ﬁ ndings from that analysis.
Findings
Th e study produced interesting results concerning the structure of the 
experiences and the eﬀ ects of koan practice in Zen Buddhism. Th e struc-
ture of the experience of koan practice includes seven constituents identi-
ﬁ ed by this researcher. Some of the experiences ﬁ t completely within the 
description of one structural constituent, while others ﬁ t into several cat-
egories. Despite this overlap, it is to be possible to diﬀ erentiate various 
constituents within the whole experience of koan practice based upon a 
reading and analysis of the interviews. Table 2 provides brief descriptions 
of the structural constituents.
A Sense of the Whole
Koan practice is one method used to practice Zen Buddhism. Zen is an 
experience of transformation in the present moment. Th e practitioner 
places his or her attention on tasks in the present moment and obtains an 
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understanding of the ﬂ ow of experience in Zen. In a sense, a single task 
such as striking the temple bell or sitting in zazen is a direct experience of 
the essence and whole of Zen. To experience a part is to experience the 
whole and to experience the whole is to experience a part. In this spirit, the 
next section examines the individual experiences of the participants in 
order to obtain a sense of the whole of koan meditation. Th e experiences 
of participants are discussed in detail within the overall structure. 
Constituent 1: Motivation
Th e participants describe how they began their Zen practice that eventually 
incorporated koan meditation. Sometimes, a participant states explicitly 
Table 2. Structural Constituents of the Experiences in Koan Practice.
Structural Constituent Description
1. Motivation Each of the participants describes his or her 
history with Zen, and through this 
autobiography, each participant reveals either 
explicitly or implicitly a motivation to pursue a 
spiritual practice. 
2.  Approach to working with 
koans
Th is section describes the physical and mental 
activities that each participant used to work 
with koans during meditation and during daily 
life. 
3.  Experiences while working 
with koans
General thoughts and feelings about koan 
practice and examples of experiences with 
particular koans are included here.
4. Experiences of insight Insight was the most common method for 
understanding a koan cited by the participants. 
Th is section includes descriptions and examples 
of experiences of insight.
5.  Experiences while working 
with a teacher
Th is section describes the guidance provided by 
Zen teacher and the students’ reactions to this 
guidance.
6. Transformation Th e transformations that participants describe 
include transformations in psychological 
outlook and transformations in worldview.
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why he or she started Zen practice, and sometimes the motivation is 
implicit in the narrative. Th ere are at least two common reasons that the 
participants begin Zen practice. One is a desire for transformation and the 
other is a trust in Zen methods. Trust in a particular teacher is often impor-
tant in generating trust in the methods of Zen as opposed to other forms 
of spiritual practice. 
Th e ﬁ rst and most fundamental motivation to practice Zen is the desire 
to improve one’s self. Th is is essential to the practice of Zen, and by exten-
sion it is essential to the practice of koan meditation. Th e participants did 
not necessarily express dissatisfaction with their lives, but they directly 
express a need to make changes and indirectly express a desire to improve 
their lives. For example, Barbara indicates that after meditating on her own 
for about 20 years, she wanted to get some mentoring and group support 
from a Zen community for her spiritual practice, implying that she expected 
this change to strengthen her spiritual practice and transform her life for 
the better. Rich sought transformation too, or as he says, “I like to stir the 
pot.” Within the context of his interview, stirring the pot for Rich meant 
that he is always challenging his own assumptions about how to interact 
with friends and clients, for example, and he believes that by challenging 
assumptions he will transform his understanding of others and his behav-
ior toward them in a positive way. Kathy is drawn to Zen despite the 
frustrations and diﬃ  culties of the practice for her because she has some 
diﬃ  culty controlling her emotional reactions to adverse situations and felt 
that Zen could help her transform those unwanted and unproductive reac-
tions. Don felt a need for personal growth and spiritual practice early in his 
life saying, “I got interested in Zen when I was a teenager and I decided . . . 
to go to Japan, and study Zen if I could.” Don started his Zen practice in 
order to transform his understanding of life and answer spiritual questions 
such as “Who am I? Where do we come from? Where am I going? What 
is life? What is death? Where will I go after I die?” Th is desire for trans-
formation by the participants is an essential motivation for beginning 
Zen practice. 
Th e second common motivation for practicing Zen is that participants 
expressed a faith or trust in this particular method of spiritual practice. Th e 
trust appears to be a result of an intellectual investigation, mentoring and 
modeling by a teacher, or direct experience of the eﬀ ects of Zen practice. 
John described his intellectual journey to the discovery of Zen. He took 
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classes in social sciences at several universities where he realized that most 
of what he learned as a child about the world was the result of socialization 
and conditioning, which might or might not be true to his own experi-
ence. John was later introduced to Zen in a philosophy class and found 
that Zen prescribes a method to obtain direct experiences of the world. 
John feels that practicing Zen is “. . . a way to step outside of my culture 
and to experience reality directly, whatever that truth was, to experience it 
as directly as I was able apart from all of the cultural conditioning, the 
psychological ﬁ lters, and all this stuﬀ .” John trusts Zen to transform and 
correct misconceptions in his view of the world.
A trust in Zen philosophy per se is not essential to motivation, however, 
as illustrated by those participants who place their trust in a teacher rather 
than in an intellectual understanding of Zen. Kathy indicates that her trust 
in Zen practice came from her trust in her teacher, “And I do koan practice 
probably in large degree because I trust [my teacher]. . . .“ Th e importance 
of trust in a teacher will be explored further in a constituent described 
below, but the point here is that the motivation of trust may concern the 
teacher and not only the philosophy. 
Another way that the motivation of trust in Zen comes to pass is that 
over time participants had positive experiences in their practice. While 
these positive experiences are not essential to begin Zen practice, the expe-
riences are essential for individuals to maintain the motivation to continue 
with Zen practice for extended periods (e.g., decades). Th is is only implicit 
in the narratives that deal with each participant’s history with Zen, but it 
is a very important motivation. For example, John and Don practiced Zen 
oﬀ  and on for 24 and 30 years respectively. It is unlikely that some intel-
lectual curiosity could maintain motivation over this long of a period. 
Th ey had each worked with several teachers, and that made it unlikely that 
trust in a particular charismatic teacher was their sole motivation. Instead, 
trust in the practice comes from personal experiences with positive trans-
formations. Here, the desire for additional transformation and trust in the 
process become intertwined as the essential constituent of the motivation 
in the structure of koan practice. 
Th e essential aspects of this structural constituent deﬁ ning the experi-
ence of Zen Buddhism in general and koan meditation in particular include 
the desire for personal growth and a trust in Zen practice. Trust in Zen 
practice might initially be inﬂ uenced by an intellectual interest in Zen or 
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by a particular teacher, but continuation of Zen practice in the longer term 
requires trust in the practice of Zen. Th is structural constituent supports 
and is supported by other structural constituents. Motivation is needed to 
expend the time and eﬀ ort required by this practice making this constitu-
ent key to the overall structure. However, the experiences that a participant 
has with each Zen teacher with whom they may practice throughout their 
career in Zen typically aﬀ ects the participant’s trust in the practice. In addi-
tion, the positive experiences found in the structural constituent of transfor-
mation certainly provide positive feedback for a trust in the structure. 
Constituent 2: Approach to Working with Koans 
Th e participants describe several ways that they work with koans in order 
to obtain an insight into the koan. Many of them indicate that they had to 
determine a way to work with koans on their own at ﬁ rst, and this is an 
essential theme. Sharon said, “A teacher will not tell you how to meditate 
on a koan, or how to sit with a koan. You’ve really got to ﬁ gure that out.” 
Sometimes a teacher provides suggestions on how to approach a koan (see 
various comments below), but each participant develops a method that 
works based largely upon his or her experience. Th is is an essential theme 
because koan practice requires students to have direct experience of insights 
into the koans. Th e teacher provides some guidance, but the each student 
must ultimately ﬁ nd his or her own way.
All of the participants performed sitting zazen or meditation practice 
with a koan. It should be noted that zazen was considered by the partici-
pants to be the fundamental practice in Zen where koan study was one 
valuable tool within the practice of zazen. Most of the participants fol-
lowed a procedure similar to the one Barbara describes:
I just sit with it [the koan]. And what that means for me was sit in my medi-
tation position on my meditation cushion and just kind of internally repeat 
the koan to myself over and over again. I’ll take some breaks and just maybe 
follow my breath or do what they call Shikantaza, just sitting with choice-less 
awareness. And then I come back to the koan and repeat it to myself again 
and again and then take breaks. Th at’s basically the process. 
Meditating on koans during zazen is not essential to koan practice, how-
ever, because several of the participants indicate that they work on koans 
during normal, daily activities. Th ey repeat the koan internally from time 
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to time even when they are not sitting in meditation. Steve and Roger 
work on their assigned koans at all times. Roger describes his experience of 
koan practice as being a part of his normal daily activities:
My experience has been that when I am working on a koan I’m working on it 
all the time. So I may be doing a seminar for 40 people. And when they’re 
working on something, the koan kind of ﬂ oats up. And I think, looking at 
what I’m doing now, how does this ﬁ t with facilitating a seminar? Or, when 
I’m doing work with the team, I’ve actually gotten koans during those pro-
cesses or something will happen with that team and I’ll go, “Whoa, that’s it.” 
Th e participants have access to some sources for help with koans outside of 
the teacher-student relationship. Many of the ﬁ rst 200 miscellaneous koans 
in the Dharmakaya set do not have commentaries, but the koans in the 
Gateless Gate (Yamada, 1979) and later sets do have commentaries written 
typically by the Zen master that prepared the collection. None of the par-
ticipants said that the commentaries would help obtain an insight into the 
koan or decide how to present the koan to the teacher, but the commentar-
ies provide some historical context, and deﬁ ne foreign language terms. 
Participants felt that talking with another person about a particular 
koan is not useful. Th e journey is a personal one as described by Rich:
Yeah, I have no idea what other people are working on. And they don’t know 
what I’m working on. It’s really a very private thing. I mean it’s not private 
because it’s, it’s nothing to be worried about, or to be ashamed about or any-
thing. It just was private, that’s all. It doesn’t really matter what anybody else 
was doing.
Participants said that they cannot successfully work on a koan using logic, 
and this seemed to be an essential theme for working with koans. John 
tried to stop his mind from trying to solve the koan and just sat for periods 
of time in meditation without any conscious thoughts about the koan:
So for me, it’s just a matter of learning to sit with it, to just stay in it, you 
know. And not try to ﬁ gure it out. My logical and analytical mind always 
wants to ﬁ gure something out. So learning to just let go of that and just sit 
with it, to just allow myself to be in that state of not-knowing.
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Barbara describes how she tries to solve a koan such as, “Bring me an 
immovable tree in a violent storm,” conceptually at ﬁ rst and how useless it 
is to do that:
I began to see my tendency to go into that cognitive or reasoning mode. I 
watched my mind go through these conceptual categories like a rat going 
through a maze and hitting all these dead ends as it worked on this koan. Th at 
was a wonderful experience for me because it made this tendency to ﬁ gure 
things out in a rational way really very vivid, very present. I also saw how it 
doesn’t help most of the time with most of these koans. So now, I can spot 
that pretty fast, and intentionally say [to myself ], “No, don’t go into that 
mode.” Th en I just go back to repeating the koan. 
Th is idea that using logic cannot solve koans will be addressed again in 
later sections. It is related to the frustration of working with koans, to the 
insight into koans, and to transformations. Th e essential themes for this 
constituent, however, include learning on one’s own how to work on koans 
and that logic cannot be used to understand a koan.
Constituent 3: Experiences while Working with Koans
Th e experiences described in this section include items discussed by the 
participants related to their daily experiences with koans. Two essential 
themes in this constituent include initial confusion about the meaning of 
a koan and frustration during the process of working on a koan.
Participants acknowledge that when they ﬁ rst receive a koan from a 
teacher, they experience some confusion or, more accurately, they lack any 
ideas about what the koan might mean. Sharon presents a koan and then 
expresses her confusion over that koan:
Hyakujo said to Goho, “How would you express your understanding with 
your mouth and lips closed” Goho said, “Sir, should not your mouth and lips 
be closed?” And Hyakujo said, “In a place where no man is, I will put my 
hand to my forehead and will watch for you.”
Sometimes, the ﬁ rst time you read it [a koan] through, you think, What 
the heck was that? I mean, I am working on one now that the ﬁ rst time I read 
it through, I thought, What? 
Steve talked about a similar experience with his second koan. Th e koan is 
presented ﬁ rst and then Steve’s comments on the koan:
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Gutei’s one ﬁ nger. Whatever he was asked about Zen, Master Gutei simply 
stuck up one ﬁ nger. He had a boy attendant whom a visitor asked, “What 
kind of teaching does your master give?” Th e boy held up one ﬁ nger, too. 
Hearing of this, Gutei cut oﬀ  the boy’s ﬁ nger with a knife. As the boy ran 
away, screaming with pain, Gutei called to the boy. When the boy turned his 
head, Gutei stuck up one ﬁ nger. Th e boy was suddenly enlightened.
When Gutei was about to die, he said to the assembled monks, “I received 
this one ﬁ nger Zen from Tenryu. I used it all my life but have not exhausted 
it.” Having said this, he entered nirvana. 
Obviously at ﬁ rst I was, I had no idea what this was about. So, the last few 
weeks have been kind of, I started to work on it. It’s obviously very diﬀ erent 
from my ﬁ rst koan. 
Th e koan that Steve presents above should provide the reader with a sense 
of confusion similar to the one Steve felt. A person might ask any number 
of questions. What does the one ﬁ nger symbolize? Did a Zen master, who 
is expected to teach compassion and non-violence, really cut oﬀ  a boy’s 
ﬁ nger? How is the boy enlightened by seeing the one ﬁ nger? Does one 
symbolically cut oﬀ  a ﬁ nger to demonstrate an understanding of the koan 
or simply hold up a ﬁ nger?
Frustration, which is caused by the irrational nature of koans, is the 
second essential theme for this constituent of koan practice. Sharon took a 
break from koans because she became so frustrated by a particular koan 
even after she had completed several years of successful koan practice. Her 
teacher helped her through that koan, but Sharon stopped working with 
koans for over a year because of the frustration. First, the koan is presented 
below followed by her description of what happened.
Kyogen’s Man Up a Tree. Th e priest Hsiang-yen said, “It is as though you 
were up in a tree, hanging from a branch with your teeth. Your hands and feet 
can’t touch any branch. Someone appears beneath the tree and asks, “What is 
the meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming from the West?” If you do not answer 
you evade your responsibility. If you do answer you lose your life. What do 
you do?”
I thought that this koan, Kyogen’s Man Up a Tree, was really hurting my 
sense of equanimity, and peacefulness, and that is why I am doing Zen, and 
why I am doing zazen. So I thought, I’ll just go in and tell her [my teacher] 
that let’s just take a break from this; this just isn’t working for me. So I went 
in, and she said, “No.” And I said, “But all it’s doing is upsetting me. I’m 
just not getting it.” She said, “You’ve got to stick with it. I’m your teacher; 
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I have a responsibility to not let you oﬀ  the hook on this because it is reﬂ ect-
ing the place in your life where you are stuck.” I was furious. I was so mad. 
And she said to me, and I started crying. She said, “I trust you more than you 
trust yourself. You need to do this koan.” . . . . And so, I stayed with it, and a 
couple of weeks later . . . I got it, and it was like (slap on the forehead), so 
obvious. And I just, you know, it’s so annoying too when it’s so obvious. I 
just can’t tell you. And, I did take a break. I took a break for a year or a year 
and a half. 
Participants said that coming to an understanding of a koan can occur 
gradually over a period of time, or the understanding may occur suddenly. 
A sudden, complete understanding of a koan is not essential, therefore, to 
the experience of koan practice. Th e ease of understanding was related to 
whether a koan was diﬃ  cult or easy for a particular participant and also 
because some koans are designed to produce diﬀ erent eﬀ ects on the stu-
dent. Don describes his experience with diﬀ erent kinds of koans:
You’ll kind of hit a point where you’ll go through ﬁ ve or six or seven or eight 
that are very, very similar in terms of the point they are trying to make. And 
then all of a sudden you’ll realize, “Oh, this one is diﬀ erent.” Okay, so now 
you’re looking at a diﬀ erent aspect of life, or practice, or understanding, or 
something. 
In order to provide an example of what Don is describing, the following 
list of koans is taken from the Miscellaneous Koan Collection. As can be 
seen, the ﬁ rst four koans have a similar theme whereas the ﬁ nal koan pres-
ents a diﬀ erent kind of problem for the student.
• How do you stop the sound of the temple bell?
• How do you stop four diﬀ erent sounds?
• How do you stop the sailing boat?
• How do you stop a rowing boat?
• Draw Mt. Fuji from your bosom pocket.
Th is constituent addresses the general experiences that participants have 
when working with koans. Th e general experiences with koans include the 
essential themes of confusion and frustration when working with koans. 
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Constituent 4: Experiences of  Insight
For most participants, the realization of a koan is not just a cognitive 
understanding, and this naturally follows from the essential theme cited 
earlier that logic cannot be used to understand a koan. Th e realization of a 
koan includes a somatic (non-verbal) constituent with variable levels of a 
cognition, and occasionally the understanding includes some emotional 
aspects. Although the realization includes one or more of these three con-
stituents, no single one of the three is essential to the experience of insight. 
What is essential and what underlies each of the following examples, is 
an understanding of the koan that is meaningful to the practitioner. 
Each person has an understanding to a greater or lesser extent of a particu-
lar koan, but there is always a positive sense of accomplishment at com-
pleting the diﬃ  cult task of penetrating an enigmatic koan. Th is sense 
of accomplishment would not occur if the insight is meaningless, and 
koan practice is unimaginable with meaningless insights. Sometimes 
practitioners expresses their understanding of the meaning of a koan and 
other times their understanding is ineﬀ able or simply was not revealed 
during the interview. Being able to clearly express the new understanding 
obtained from an insight into a koan is not essential to the experience.
Th e following comments by Roger describe his experience with a sud-
den and rich insight into the koan, Mu, and he is clearly pleased with his 
accomplishment indicating that the insight was meaningful for him. 
As I said on Mu I had gone oﬀ  on so many diﬀ erent directions. All of them 
very clever and very intellectual. Some of them very funny. None of them 
right. So I had, I can’t even remember what presentations had been just prior, 
but, I don’t know if it had been something that I had said in those interviews 
because this was like the 3rd day of sesshin [retreat], or something that . . . [a 
teacher] had said, or a combination of that, or simply reviewing everything I 
had presented over the last year. And it came down to simply knowing. Th ere 
was no question in my mind. I wasn’t going in with a question; I knew that I 
ﬁ nally had it. I knew what Mu was about. And it was overwhelming.
It was just the culmination of that year. And I knew it. And it was fun see-
ing . . . [my teacher’s] response. But I knew it. It was more like a conﬁ rmation. 
And that one was fun. It was fun knowing I knew it. I almost didn’t want to 
go on to the next one. 
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Th e participants describe a range in the depth of an insight into koans. 
Roger described his dramatic insight above with the koan, Mu, but Don 
had a much more subtle and less complete insight into Mu. Th e insight 
into the koan was subtle for Don, but the insight carried enough meaning 
to change his views on the nature of enlightenment: 
So, with Mu, for me, I thought that if I passed Mu, because I had read so 
much from Th e Th ree Pillars of Zen that I would have some blissful, ecstatic 
experience of enlightenment, at the passing [or having my presentation 
accepted by the teacher] of something like Mu. And, so it was quite a shock 
to me when I passed it. I was at a real desperate point of frustration at the 
time. . . . And I, ﬁ nally out of frustration, did something, demonstrated some-
thing that he [the Zen teacher] accepted as an answer. . . . And I was shocked 
‘cause I, I passed it? I said, “I don’t, what did I pass? I don’t see anything. I 
don’t understand anything.” So, I went back quite dejected. . . . But, it took 
me about a month to appreciate that what I had was an insight. It was sort of 
an unconscious insight. It took me about a month to appreciate it. . . . But I 
realized that I wasn’t enlightened in the way that I had predicted enlighten-
ment would be. And it was very diﬀ erent, but I got an appreciation that got 
me going into Zen practice. And I started to see a little bit at a time. 
Practitioners sometimes express the meaning that they gain from medi-
tating on a koan. In the following two examples, participants describe 
how their insight helped them understand their emotional reactions. Don 
describes his insight into the cause of his frustration this way: 
And it’s very frustrating because you want to answer it [a koan] because you 
think you know, but we ﬁ nally realized that you are really doing it all to your-
self, you know, [the frustration]. I remember that’s one of the things that 
I saw in this koan. I realized that [the teacher] he’s not telling me to go 
away and get mad. He’s just saying, “No, that’s not the answer.” Th at’s all he’s 
saying. I was doing it to myself. So, I realized, jeez, I do this with a lot of 
things, don’t I? I get frustrated, pissed oﬀ , and angry only because I want 
something. In this case, I wanted approval; I wanted him to say, “Th at’s right,” 
instead of saying, “No.” Th at’s certainly an [emotional] attachment [to a 
desired outcome]. 
And I realized in this case I was doing it to myself and because it was late 
in sesshin [retreat] at the time, I was able to let go of it. I still didn’t answer the 
koan at that particular sesshin, but I did answer it later on. So that was a big 
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[realization]. What happened with me is that there was frustration, and there 
was the relaxation of realizing that I was doing it to my self. And then, when 
I passed the koan, there was a little bit of contentment that I saw something 
very important about holding to understanding or holding to clarity, they’d 
call it. 
Kathy comments on her insight into the koan “Stop the ﬁ ghting across the 
river.” Th e insight has meaning for her because it helps her control her 
anger.
Th is koan was very satisfying because it, that kind of ﬁ ghting and killing has 
to do with anger like that. So I really liked it. In the end, I still feel a little 
satisfaction when I think of the demonstration of that koan. I like to think 
about it and do it in my head. You know I remember, and I can still get some 
satisfaction from that, and I think that’s because it taps into that anger thing.
And so I used to be very embarrassed about people, about displaying my 
anger, you know. I’d explode, and then I would feel terribly embarrassed 
about it. . . . . And so, I didn’t want to be in that role, but instead of seeing 
anger as so negative, I thought, well you know there’s my anger and I can 
choose, so it was that path that led me to dealing more eﬀ ectively with it.
In the following text, Sharon describes an experience of insight that further 
demonstrates how meaningful to a participant the experience of penetrat-
ing a koan can be. Her terms mystical and magical express how new her 
experiences of insight are to her.
I ask other people and their ﬁ rst koan is not necessarily a big deal, but mine 
was. I was really working on it for a long time. I was working with Sensei [my 
teacher], and I remember being at a sesshin [retreat] working with it. I don’t 
know if it was a 4-day or a 7-day sesshin. I was giving her these wonderful 
poems. I’m clueless; I don’t know what doing a koan means. I don’t know 
what showing your understanding means. And ﬁ nally, [the koan] it’s called 
the Oak Tree in the Garden, sometimes called the Cypress Tree in the Garden. 
It is kind of one of the standards. Th e koan, real quick is “What is the mean-
ing of the Bodhidharma [name of the monk who brought Zen to China from 
India] coming from the west?” And, Joshu [name of a monk in the koan] says, 
“Th e oak tree in the garden.” And so I wasn’t getting it. 
[We were at Zen Mountain Center, and] it’s a gorgeous setting. And ﬁ nally, 
she said when I started giving her another poem, “No more poems!” She 
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stood me up. She stood me in front of the window. She said, “What do you 
see? Do you see the oak tree?” I’m clueless and I said, “ I’m not sure I know 
which ones are oaks.” She said, “Don’t you even see them?” or something like 
that. I’m not sure that I am quoting her right. She said, “Now show me your 
understanding.”
And all of a sudden, it was the most profound experience. I’ve never had an 
experience like it, like I got it. And I demonstrated my understanding. I can-
not explain to you what I [felt]. It was almost a mystical feeling when I got it. 
It really was. By that, I mean just the experience of presenting it. I felt it in my 
entire body. We were in a little hut that is right next to the main Zendo. And 
it was just she and I in this, just this little space. And it was, just something 
happened between us, I think. And it was just, I don’t know how to describe 
it except that it was a really physical, engaging, incredible, you know, physi-
cal, emotional, psychological experience. It’s like, and I could have stayed 
with what I was presenting to her for several moments. I don’t even know how 
long. It was really timeless. I was really connected to the koan, to a, you know, 
to my teacher, to the moment. It was just really a wonderful experience. 
It is not an intellectual experience. If you are going to try to work on it 
cognitively, forget it. So, if you are a person like me that is very logical and 
rational, then it doesn’t work. But, I don’t know where the answers [to koans] 
come from sometimes, or the understandings. It is not an answer usually; 
it’s an understanding. How do you demonstrate your understanding? . . . . It’s 
just magic.
Th e experience of insight just provided by Sharon illustrates how inﬂ uen-
tial a teacher can be in koan practice. Th is example complements earlier 
comments by practitioners that trust in a teacher is important for motiva-
tion to practice Zen. Th e interaction between student and teacher includes 
several aspects that will be discussed in the next section.
Constituent 5: Working with a Teacher
Trust in the teacher is essential to koan practice. Th is is seen in the fact that 
the participants rely upon the teacher to recommend or agree that the 
student begins koan practice. Th e teacher provides the koan to the student, 
reviews presentations of the koan by the student, and assigns the next koan 
when the student passes the koan. It is diﬃ  cult to imagine how a person 
might eﬀ ectively study koans without a mentor. Barbara describes the 
interaction this way:
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[After I present to the teacher], I get some kind of feedback. Sometimes it’s 
very minimal feedback like, “Nope,” or, “Th at’s the wrong direction.” [It is 
usually] something very minimal. Sometimes she’ll say something just a little 
more helpful. Usually a disguised hint or clue that only later do I realize was 
a hint or a clue after I’ve sat with it for a longer period.
Th e experience of trust and relationship with the teacher for these partici-
pants is primarily positive. Sharon and Kathy indicate that trust in their 
teacher was a fundamental aspect of their experience with Zen and koans. 
Sharon describes how important her relationship was as follows:
You develop a relationship with your teacher where you’re basically willing to 
put anything out there. Most of the time, and every now and then, I feel 
uncomfortable, or about bringing something up or, you know, sharing some-
thing with her. But that’s about me; that’s not about her. You know, there’s no 
reason that I feel that I couldn’t trust her.
Sharon provides an example of a particular koan that is among the ﬁ rst few 
koans given to students. Th e text of the koan is, “How do you get out of a 
stone grave which is locked from the outside?” Th e koan requires students 
to make a dramatic physical presentation, and the teacher encourages the 
student to commit fully to the presentation. Th e primary objective for this 
koan is to break down inhibitions the student might have about making 
presentations to a teacher and to build trust between the student and 
teacher, which is essential to working on more enigmatic koans.
[By non-verbal, I mean the understanding of a koan is] physical. It may be 
emotional. Sometimes there’s really not a lot of emotion attached to it, but 
usually you actually need to get up oﬀ  of your seat and do something to 
express your understanding. So, it is very often physical that way. In other 
words, there is something about the koan that describes a scene for instance, 
a scenario. And, so there is something about that scenario that that you need 
to actually demonstrate. And, you know, get into the scenario itself, and 
express the scenario. 
Th e one koan that comes to mind is something about how would you get 
out of a stone coﬃ  n. Th at one you have to demonstrate physically. Th ere’s a 
coﬃ  n and there’s you. How are you going to get out of it, if it is a heavy stone 
coﬃ  n? Th ere are times when a koan literally asks how would you do that, you 
know, if the cover is on and everything else. So, sometimes it is very literal.
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If you are a reserved kind of person and you do it quietly, [my teacher] 
she’ll say, “Do it again. Really put yourself into it.” It’s hysterical, because 
when we are at . . . [a particular] Zen Center, the daisan room [a special private 
room used for the interviews]. We do everything we can to sort of sound 
proof it, but [you can still be heard in the main meditation room or] zendo. 
Th at’s where we have been doing our sesshin [retreat]. And I actually enjoy 
the fact that I may be yelling, or screaming, or doing whatever, and the people 
out there have got to be going, “Is that Sharon?” You know, so it kind of 
cracks me up. But, that’s what . . . [my teacher] wants to do is break those 
inhibitions down about what is the right way to do it, and how do I do this 
without looking ridiculous. Who cares? Just do it. So it’s really a lot of fun, 
sometimes.
Another experience of working with the teacher that also demonstrates 
trust is a desire to obtain the respect of the teacher. Th is contributes to the 
motivation to work on koans especially early in the practice of koan medi-
ation. Most participants expressed a desire to pass koans quickly and look 
smart for the teacher. Rich, Don, Sharon, and John all expressed the desire 
to look clever. John expressed it this way:
And if you have a guy that prides himself on being kind of bright and know-
ing a lot, and then he can’t answer a stupid question, you know, a stupid koan. 
Th en golly, what does that say? So, what kind of a bozo am I? So I can remem-
ber that being an issue. I used to agonize over, also I would often go in par-
ticularly with [one particular teacher], I would get a real anxiety about going 
in, almost like going in to face the lions or something, you know.
Practitioners’s presentations of their understandings to the teacher is an 
essential experience in koan practice. Th is experience also reﬂ ects a trust in 
the teacher because the practitioner will accept the teacher’s pass or fail 
ruling on the presentation without question. If the practitioner passes the 
koan, the teacher provides a new koan. If the practitioner does not pass, he 
or she returns to sitting with the koan. Sometimes the teacher gives a sug-
gestion on how to approach the koan, but often the teacher simply rings a 
bell to signal the end of the interview. Th e participants do not know exactly 
how the teacher judged their understanding except by observing the con-
tent and attitude of their presentation. Th is does not concern the partici-
pants indicating, again, that they placed their full trust in the teacher to 
guide them through koan practice. 
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Constituent 6: Transformation
Participants discussed how they felt their lives were transformed as a result 
of koan study and Zen practice in general. Long-term transformations in 
the lives of the participants are related to the insights described above, but 
the transformations exhibit a qualitatively diﬀ erent type of experience 
from those of insights into koans. Th e momentary insights gained while 
working with individual koans are integrated into their approach to life. A 
typical example for many participants is that they are better able to be in 
the present moment and to focus on the events and sensations in the pres-
ent moment, which is similar to maintaining an attitude of mindfulness. 
Th is focus on the present moment underlies the ability to regulate emo-
tions and to concentrate on speciﬁ c tasks. For example, someone who has 
trouble regulating emotion often ruminates on a particular event that 
caused embarrassment or anger, and this rumination prolongs and intensi-
ﬁ es the emotion, sometimes resulting in inappropriate behavior. It is pos-
sible to halt this rumination on the past event, however, if a person is able 
to bring their focus back to events occurring in the present moment. A 
person is aware of emotions occurring in response to current events, but 
observes them as one might observe automobiles passing by a rest stop. 
Of course, some emotions require an immediate action such as the fear 
of being hit by a bus. It is not necessary to ruminate on that fear after 
the danger has passed, however, and returning to a focus on the present 
moment prevents additional stress on the body caused by repeatedly visu-
alizing the speeding bus. A focus on the present and on what is actually 
happening can help determine when action is required and when it is best 
to let go of an emotion. Barbara said that koan practice allows her to con-
trol her emotions largely by maintaining a focus on the present moment 
and determining the best course of action in that moment:
One of the very ﬁ rst koans I did is still one of the most powerful ones because 
it’s something I call on almost every day. Th at was the koan, “Bring me an 
immovable tree in a violent storm.” For me, that koan translates into being 
able to be there in any situation, to be present to and attentive to what’s hap-
pening in any situation and to what I am experiencing in any situation. It is 
the ability to be there without automatically putting up resistance. 
Th e koan is like a little portable teaching device that I can bring with me 
anywhere. So, for example, I was out to dinner the other night with my hus-
band . . . and two . . . [of his colleagues]. After dinner, the three of them started 
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talking . . . [about their work]. Th is went on for about two hours, and to be 
honest with you, this is a mildly unpleasant experience for me. Th ere was a 
part of me that just wanted to put up some resistance and be uncomfortable 
and squirming the whole time, and maybe ask my husband if we can go back 
to the hotel because we were out-of-town. I was able to consciously bring up 
that koan to remind myself that I have another option. In that situation, I was 
able to say, “Okay, I’m just going to be here. Th ey’re going to talk . . . [work] 
for two hours, and I’m not going to understand much, and I’m not going to 
contribute much, and I’m not even going to enjoy this that much, but I can 
do this. I can be here without hardening up. I can do this without generating 
a whole lot of resentment and negative feelings. I can do this without becom-
ing miserable.” So that koan has been an incredible help to me.
In another example of using a focus on the present moment to regulate 
emotions, Steve talks about how he uses his insight into his ﬁ rst koan to 
deal with diﬃ  cult emotions. Steve’s teacher suggested that Steve could use 
his ﬁ rst koan in daily life. Th e koan is provided below followed by Steve’s 
comments on his experiences. Steve’s comments are somewhat cryptic 
when he talks about suﬀ ering from anger as being a delusion. What he 
means is that from a Zen prospective and from what is suggested by the 
koan, naming an object such as the water bottle or, in Steve’s case, the self 
is creating a conceptual identity for an agglomeration of characteristics 
that does not have an independent existence (remember dependent origi-
nation from the introduction). It is a delusion for Steve to think that he 
has an independent self or that the self can be insulted by a co-worker’s 
comments. Once a person understands this, it becomes easier to let these 
imagined insults pass and return to a focus on the present moment.
Case 40 from the Gateless Gate. When Master Isan was under Hyakujo, he 
had the position of tenzo. Hyakujo wanted to choose a master for Mount 
Dai. He called the head monk and the rest of his disciples together to have 
them present their views and said that the outstanding person should be sent. 
Th en he took a water jug, put it on the ﬂ oor and said, “You may not call this 
a water jug. What will you call it?” Th e head monk said, “It cannot be called 
a wooden sandal.” Hyakujo then asked Isan. Isan immediately kicked over the 
water jug and left. Hyakujo laughed and said, “First monk, you have been 
defeated by Isan.” So he ordered Isan to found the new monastery.
Yeah, actually I do [still think about the ﬁ rst koan]. It’s just, after I was 
given my second koan, my teacher kind of told me some stuﬀ . He said, well 
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it’s kind of like, kind of like a tool that you can use during your day. . . . It’s like 
you are at work or something and someone says something that really bugs 
you and all of a sudden you are angry or whatever. It’s like you, you can always 
just kind of leap out of that sort of state of mind. 
Th at’s kind of how I see it. Like now, like, just like you know, I mean there’s 
plenty of ways you can look at the koan, metaphorically. It’s like maybe, you 
can say like the water jug is delusions and Isan is just like kicking it. At any 
moment, you can do that. If you see yourself suﬀ ering in any way, you can 
immediately kind of just jump out of that. You know, you see that your suf-
fering is just delusion. 
Yeah, absolutely, you know, I think it’s, what I learned about being sort of 
spontaneous, spontaneous and letting go at the same time, is important. [Let-
ting go of ] concepts, ideas, feelings, everything, so, just any moment of your 
day, you can do that. It’s like oh yeah my co-worker did this. He’s such a dick, 
you know. He’s like, you know, why did he say this, and you know, you can 
go on and on, but instead of spending, you know, a day on it, you can just 
spend a minute and just say whatever. 
I think that it [working with koans] sort of gave me practice at doing that. 
And sort of, and I, there’s also like, koan practice was an opportunity to like 
kind of make that clear to myself, how important that was, how important it 
is to let go, and how it is actually possible.
Roger talks about how koans helped him focus better on the present 
moment and on the immediate tasks before him. He is able to concentrate 
on a particular task because he is able to focus on the present. His focus on 
the present is more than just concentration on a task, which implies that a 
focus on the present is a cognitively mediated process. As noted above, 
insights into koans include more than just a cognitive component, and it 
follows that a focus on the present moment includes more than cognitively-
based concentration. Instead, a more general awareness of the mind, body, 
and environment is tuned to the present moment, which can set the con-
ditions for concentration but is not the same thing as concentration. Th is 
understanding comes not just from Roger’s comments but must be devel-
oped from a more general investigation of the experiences by all parti-
cipants across the various constituents. Roger describes his experience 
this way:
But I deﬁ nitely think, as many people say, Zen practice including koan study 
has certainly made my life more focused. In my work, I have adapted a saying 
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that has come out of my sitting; when things start getting fragmented, and I’ll 
sit there and say to myself, “Do what’s in front of you. Just do what’s in front 
of you.” And it brings me, coming back to the moment. 
In the following comments, John talks about how he can recognize when 
his mind makes automatic associations or assigns attributions through preju-
dices and biases. By recognizing these associations or habitual responses 
when they start to occur, John says that he can set those associations aside 
while he determines what is really happening. It is the essential experience 
of being able to focus on the present moment that helps John become 
aware of the mental associations and to determine when they are distorting 
what is actually happening or what someone is actually saying. Th e ability 
to concentrate on what someone is saying, and to set aside personal biases, 
ﬂ ows from an ability to focus on the present moment.
Also talk about conditioning; I spent probably 25 or 30 years of my profes-
sional life, work life trying to understand what goes on inside of human beings. 
And I think I have done a pretty adequate job of deconstructing this thing we 
call conditioning in Buddhism. And one of the things I’ve realized is very, very 
important, when I was doing a lot of leadership coaching and executive coach-
ing, I tell them one of the things that is essential is to be able to distinguish 
between what actually happened and what you made up about it. 
[It’s] not easy, not easy. But what I found though, and again one of the 
things that my practice has helped me do, is to make that distinction that I 
can see what happened. I can watch myself make things up about it. Okay? 
And I can set that aside, and then try to deal directly with what happened, 
and to appreciate my ability to impute motive, and to ascribe meaning, and 
do all of those things that human beings want to do very, very quickly. And I 
would attribute to my ability to do that largely to my practice. And if you 
can’t slow the mind down, if you can’t quiet down internally, then there is no 
chance, you know, that someone can do that. 
Yeah, I am pretty much able to see them [habitual responses] now and to 
recognize them for what they are and to recognize them, to watch how they 
function, to actually see them happening in real-time. Oh, that’s interesting, I 
just made up something about you [as an interviewer], you know? I just inter-
preted what . . . [name of a Zen teacher] said as something that I don’t think 
he meant that, I’d better check it out with him. [Name of the Zen teacher], is 
this what you meant when you said that? You know in other words, all these 
intra-personal kinds of dynamics. I just kind of observe them. And I mean, I 
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still get trapped once in a while, but not too often anymore. I maintain a 
pretty straightforward relationship to what’s going on.
Th e following comments by Don indicate that koan practice transformed 
his life in a fundamental way. Unfortunately, his description is somewhat 
vague, and this is probably due to the ineﬀ able nature of his experience. 
His comments are included because he is one of the more experienced 
students, and he describes a general transformation that is associated gen-
erally with koan meditation and Zen practice. When he began Zen prac-
tice, he had speciﬁ c spiritual questions (see questions below) that he wanted 
to answer. He found out that by seeking the answers, he transformed his 
approach to life so that he was able to accept his spiritual doubts and ques-
tions and experience his life in a totally new way. It is possible to imagine 
that a focus on the present (and its associated acceptance of dependent 
origination) is important to accepting spiritual doubts but it is not com-
pletely clear that this is the case based upon Don’s comments.
In general, koan practice, I was very gung ho to do koan practice when I 
started Zen because I had read this in books including Th e Th ree Pillars of Zen 
by Kapleau (2000). So I knew a lot about how koans generally worked and I 
was eager to try and do it. And so I really, that’s been my major practice ever 
since. Overall how has it aﬀ ected my life? All of the major questions I had as 
a young man, the spiritual doubts I had, and you could, they cover the range 
from such things as: Who am I? Where do I come from? Where am I going? 
What is life? What is death? Where will I go after I die? All those types of: 
What is the soul? What is spirit? All these basic questions are answered in a 
long program of doing koan practice. Th ere may not be, there are some spe-
ciﬁ c koans such as, I don’t know if there’s one called who am I or not, I don’t 
think there is. Th ere is one, I think, about where you go after you die, I think 
that’s one koan. But even though there’s not speciﬁ c koans that deal with 
these speciﬁ c questions, over time they’re all answered. If you go through a 
broad study of koan practice, you just realize one day that all of these ques-
tions are basically answered for you. So, basically what it has done is it solved 
my spiritual doubts, resolved my spiritual doubts.
I’m not saying that you don’t have other spiritual questions or other doubts, 
but you accept them in a way that you did not see before. I’m not saying you 
don’t have doubts. I’m saying there comes a point where you stop doubting 
your own doubts. As part of the Dharma, the way it is. And that’s, for me, 
that’s where there was a satisfaction, a satisfying, which never changed. Th at 
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doesn’t mean that things are hunky dory and happy all the time. It doesn’t 
mean that at all. It doesn’t mean you are happy all [the time]. It doesn’t mean 
you don’t have doubts. It means you have a totally diﬀ erent relationship to 
what was your life all along.
In Zen we talk a lot about nonverbal, right? Understanding beyond the 
Scriptures. So there is someplace beyond the intellect that must be satisﬁ ed 
and addressed and reached that solves the spiritual doubts because spiritual 
doubts can never be resolved by someone getting a two plus two equals four 
answer. A plus B equals C. Well if that were good enough everyone would be 
happy because there’s plenty of answers out there that you can read a book or 
that you can except on faith, if you’re in a faith religion but Zen doesn’t feel 
that these ever satisfy people because they are always looking. 
Th e above comments by the participants on transformation are examples 
of those that occur during Zen practice. An essential theme is that koan 
meditation and the other practices associated with Zen develop the ability 
to focus on the present moment. Other themes may be essential but the 
vague nature of some the comments in this study limit more in depth 
analyses. 
Discussion
Th e current study was successful at fulﬁ lling the original research goal to 
identify the structure of the essential themes and experiences during koan 
practice and to provide a description in psychological terms of those expe-
riences. Th e six constituents of koan practice include: (a) motivation, 
(b) approach to working with koans, (c) experiences while working with 
koans, (d) experiences of insight, (e) working with a teacher, and (f ) trans-
formation. Th e descriptions of the experiences exemplifying these con-
stituents appear to cover the major behavioral, aﬀ ective, and cognitive 
aspects of the psychology of koan practice. By examining these three 
aspects, we can attempt to answer the question of what is koan practice. 
Behaviors identiﬁ ed in the description included reading commentaries 
on koans, sitting in meditation, and making physical presentations during 
meetings with the teacher. Verbal behavior was limited to repeating the 
koan silently during meditation or occasionally during the day. Overt ver-
bal behavior was minimal. Talking with other students was discouraged, 
and the teacher provided only minimum verbal guidance. It appeared that 
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the objective was to discourage conceptual approaches to working with the 
koan by discouraging verbal analysis. Th e particular sitting position of 
zazen is commonly used during koan meditation. Th e organization of 
these behaviors was unique to this practice, and these behaviors appeared 
to promote attention to posture in meditation and an awareness of sensa-
tions in the body. Behaviors were certainly important to the overall experi-
ence of koan practice. Th e practice of sitting in meditation, for example, 
forces students to withdraw from their normal and often habitual activities 
including interpersonal interactions. By withdrawing to a secluded space, 
the students prepare themselves for contemplation on the koan and it’s 
references to awareness of reality that goes beyond verbal descriptions. 
Aﬀ ective experiences during koan practice range from emotions like 
frustration and anger to satisfaction and even ecstasy of insight. Koan prac-
tice helps students understand and accept the nature of frustration as an 
example of diﬃ  cult emotions that most students wish to avoid. Emotions 
are observed by students within the general Zen practice of focusing on the 
present moment. Th e combination of these factors provides the students 
with the direct experience of the transient character of emotions. If the 
student understands the impermanent nature of emotions, the student 
neither identiﬁ es with his or her feelings, nor does the student seek to 
prolong or avoid a particular emotion like pleasure or frustration. Th e 
student is open to experience each emotion and is aware of the meaning of 
the emotion without ego attachment; that is the student does not become 
ﬁ xed on a particular event and the associated emotion as a deﬁ ning char-
acteristic of the self (e.g., playing the role of a victim of some perceived 
insult). In addition, emotion is a constituent of the overall structure of 
koan practice as seen in the essential theme of frustration during medita-
tion on a koan and in the release of the frustration upon penetrating a 
koan, which generates a sense of accomplishment and renewal. Emotions, 
observation of those emotions, and transformation of emotion from frus-
tration to satisfaction are key aspects of koan practice. 
Cognitive aspects of koan practice include an awareness of the diﬃ  culty 
in penetrating a koan and then the sense of accomplishment when a koan 
is penetrated and the teacher passes a presentation on that koan. A student 
is consciously aware of these events and feelings although conscious delib-
eration and analysis of the meaning of a koan is generally reported to be 
unproductive. Th e insights that occur as a result of koan meditation may 
not be the direct result of rational thought processes, but students are 
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aware that the insights are meaningful and can have practical impact on 
problems occurring in their lives (e.g., controlling emotions and concen-
trating on tasks at hand). Th ese eﬀ ects experienced in koan practice con-
tribute to the understanding and application of a focus on the present 
i.e., mindfulness) by students in their daily lives. Mindfulness allows stu-
dents to recognize habitual or conditioned patterns of behavior which can 
be avoided or modiﬁ ed as required by a particular situation. 
One of the constituents of the above structure highlights the interper-
sonal nature of koan practice. Th e experience of working with and espe-
cially trust in a teacher are essential to koan practice. Trust in the teacher 
motivates students to attempt koan practice, for it is the teacher who rec-
ommends that the student start working with koans, and then, the teacher 
guides the student through the process. Motivation may later come from 
experiences of insight and transformation, but the student must continue 
to trust the teacher for guidance through the extensive list of koans. While 
a relationship between the master and his students is fundamental to Zen, 
it is especially evident in koan practice. 
Context and Limitations of the Present Study
Th e context for the present study might have provided certain limitations. 
An important consideration was the selection of participants. Th e persons 
interviewed for this study were volunteers who are currently in koan 
practice. Persons who are disappointed with koan practice or who have 
discontinued koan practice might have avoided the research project. Th e 
description of the study as a psychological investigation might have caused 
other persons to avoid the project because, for example, they may not 
trust psychologists to properly evaluate religious practices. Persons such 
as those who are disappointed with koan practice or distrustful of psy-
chologists might relate a diﬀ erent set of experiences with koan practice 
than those who volunteered for this project. In addition, Zen students 
who practice koan meditation are discouraged from speaking about what 
happens during interviews with teachers and in particular about speciﬁ c 
presentation that they make to teachers. Th is prevents less advanced stu-
dents from copying the presentations of more advanced students. It is 
possible that some of the participants in this study felt constrained by this 
convention from speaking about certain experiences they had during 
koan practice.
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Th e knowledge and experience of the researcher might have created two 
other possible limitations. First, the researcher has limited understanding 
of the direct experience of Zen. Since the teachings of Zen indicate that 
Zen is beyond words, the researcher was probably not fully prepared for 
the project just by reading Zen literature. Some discussions by the partici-
pants might have been outside of the researcher’s area of potential under-
standing. Th e Buddhist concept of dependent origination was the most 
obvious example where this researcher has only a rudimentary understand-
ing. Second, using interviews to access the experience and written text to 
report the results may have certain limitations in describing insights, which 
are often beyond words as indicated by some descriptions provided by the 
participants.
Th is research can be applied to a couple of concerns. First, the narratives 
of the students and the phenomenological analysis might provide Zen 
teachers with some greater understanding of the range of experiences of 
the students. Students in koan practice might also gain some conceptual 
knowledge of the process, but the important point for the student is to 
have the direct experience and not just read about it. A second possibility 
is to use this study as the basis for research into the experiences of teachers 
during the one-to-one interviews of students. It would be interesting to 
examine the experiences that teachers have when watching and judging a 
student’s presentation. Finally, the current study and other related studies 
of meditation (e.g., Kornﬁ eld, 1979) have shown that koan meditation 
and meditation in general improve the regulation of emotions that can be 
a source of suﬀ ering. If possible, long term, quantitative studies of the 
relief of suﬀ ering through koan practice would be valuable along with a 
comparison to other forms of meditation, religious practice, and psycho-
therapy.
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Appendix A 
Proposed Questions for the Research Interview on Zen Koans
 1.  Please tell me how long you have been practicing Zen and how 
long you have been working on koans. How many koans have you 
studied?
 2.  In general, how do you feel that the study of koans has aﬀ ected your 
Zen practice and your life?
 3.  Are there one or more particular koans that are especially memorable 
for you that we may discuss? Which one would you like to discuss 
ﬁ rst?
 4.  What were your initial thoughts and feelings when you were ﬁ rst 
assigned this koan?
 5.  What activities did you undertake to study the koan such as reading, 
meditation, or talking with others?
 6.  What emotional feelings, bodily sensations, or thoughts did you expe-
rience while you were meditating on the koan?
 7.  Were you able to realize an understanding of the koan? 
 8.  Did the realization occur at a particular moment or was it a gradual 
process of understanding?
 9.  If you did not understand the koan, describe your feelings and 
thoughts about the koan at the time you were working on it and at the 
present time.
10.  If you did obtain an understanding of the koan, please describe, as 
much as possible, your experiences as you gained this insight and the 
nature of the insight. You may use metaphors, drawings, movements, 
or other forms of expression to convey the experiences.
11.  Did the insight change the way you think, behave, or feel about your-
self and the world?
12.  How have your thoughts and insights about the koan changed over 
time?
13.  Do you have any other thoughts that you want to share about your 
experience with Zen practice and koans?
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